
Can Must Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They are better adapted, it _________ be owned, to please the many than
the critical few, who demand more incisive treatment and a deeper
consideration of the problems of life.

1. must

But I suppose it _________'t be helped.2. can

I _________ like you to think sometimes of me.3. should

I _________'t help that, either.4. can

Without going so far, it _________ be owned that the approximation of
names is significant.
5. must

I have, I _________ confess, the fatal trick of spoiling my inferiors.6. must

Whether this be so or not, it _________ be owned that the name of
Jonathan Edwards does at this day carry a certain authority with it for many
persons, so that anything he believed gains for them some degree of
probability from that circumstance.

7. must

_________'t you see it by my face?8. Can

I _________ like to have your opinion about it.9. should

I _________ like to see more of it.10. should

I _________not bear to think of it!11. can

I _________ like to know who he is.12. should

If I don't I _________'t stand it.13. can

He was sorry that Mr Smith was guilty in that matter because, the truth
_________ be told, he had been to a certain extent sensible of having been
noticed in a quiet manner by the father of Mrs Anthony.

14.
must
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It _________ be confessed that, when Philip was alone with his books
and his manuscripts, his imagination did not expand in the directions that
would have seemed profitable to the head of his firm.

15. must

I refer only to external characters, on which, however, it _________ be
confessed that most genera of birds have been founded.
16. must

Yet it _________ be owned that England has pursued her magnificent
career in a policy often insolent and brutal, and generally selfish.
17. must

It _________ be admitted that the fears of these relations came from the
strongest and most legitimate of social feelings, family interests.
18. must

I never read if I _________ help it.19. can

I _________not bear to see you any more.20. can
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